The registration of point cloud is a key problem for model acquisition and 3D reconstruction, it 
Introduction
Registration of 3-D point cloud data [1] is a heated research question in the field of surface modeling and object recognition. In the complex free-form surfaces in threedimensional scanning of objects, under the influence of numerous factors such as the range of measuring instruments affected by physical constraints or the measured surface itself obscured and many others ,making the scan much more difficult to get a complete 3D surface geometry. Therefore it needs to be measured in a multi-perspective partial surface measurements, which based on the point cloud data to obtain their own coordinate system, then stitching registration, the establishment of a global object surface shape of an accurate description of point cloud registration or so.
Currently the widely used registration algorithm is proposed by Besl [3] , such as ICP algorithm and various modifications [4] [5] [6] . So far, these algorithms have been greatly improved, but because of the error measure is defined in point -the point, the point -the aspect or point -the distance above the surface, so there is not correspond exactly with the corresponding point on the issue, making such algorithm greatly affected by the deviation point. The literature [7] by extracting geometric feature points, and then matching feature points (FM) to achieve coarse stitching, but the method accuracy is not high, and the feature point extraction is time-consuming; BASDOGAN method put forward using Adjacent method estimate local neighborhood point in the literature [8] , while using the Euclidean distance between the points to select the matching dotted pairs, which is comparatively sensitive to noise. China, Gao Pengdong presents an accurate registration algorithm [9] by using the spatial volume of depth image between the overlapping area as an error metric, this algorithm is not sensitive to the initial motion parameters, the speed of convergence is comparatively fast in this algorithm which has a Copyright ⓒ 2015 SERSC stronger robustness and high registration accuracy and good ability to overcome the noise, but in massive data the efficiency of this algorithm is not high enough.
In this paper, aiming at the complex three-dimensional objects, it was proposed that an accurate registration method based on ADF and ICS for laser point cloud. First, invariant under rigid transformation, with the curvature invariant features and ZNCC construct a valid point based on the relative position of the space on the initial match dotted pairs array unit quaternion based on matching feature points on the coordinate transformation to solve the complete data coarse registration; On this basis, the use of adaptive distance function and improved iterative closest patch of fine matching techniques, the different perspectives of the point cloud in three-dimensional space to optimize matching to achieve a precise point cloud data registration. This paper combined with complex threedimensional curved objects for algorithm verification, experimental results show that the fine registration algorithm proposed in the registration accuracy and speed has been significantly improved, a higher application value.
Rough Registration

Curvature Invariant Feature
In the three-dimensional space 3 R , typical discrete surface is curved Monge, its parametric equation can be described [10] by using equation (1):
Then the unit surface   , uv r normal direction vector is:
Can be expressed as two basic amount, the first describes the basic amount of the intrinsic properties [11] of the surface:
Among them, ,, E F G are the first basic parameters, and there:
The second basic parameters represent the degree of bending surfaces [10] :
Among them, ,, L M N are the second basic parameters, and there: ,
Thus, Gaussian curvature K , mean curvature H and the maximum and minimum principal curvatures 1 k , 2 k contains information about surface shape as well. Mean curvature H can be expressed by derivative of a function of the surface:
Their respective units were the main direction vector:
Acquisition of the Initial Match Points Array
Two adjacent alignment angle to be set to scan point cloud data were
(Q is reference point cloud). In order to get the correct match point right, inherent in this paper, differential invariant feature point cloud data. Firstly calculate the normal vector, the principal curvatures and the corresponding principal direction vector according to 2.1, and select the normal vector n direction so that all the normal volume point to point cloud surfaces on the same side, while selecting the main direction of the vector uv , direction , u v n , constitute a right-handed coordinate system. Then the literature cited herein proposed method to determine i p and j q correspond to neighborhood groups in order to gain initial match points.
Initial Registration Parameter Estimation
The use of discrete feature points corresponding roughly to estimate the initial registration pose. Corresponding feature points based registration method is selected group ( 
) NN
feature points in the point cloud model P s effective two adjacent views and Q s (reference point cloud model) to (otherwise known as the corresponding feature points), each set of features corresponds to the same point on the actual object feature points. 
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Copyright ⓒ 2015 SERSC so that the two point clouds model P s and Q s rough alignment to the same coordinate system ( Q s as a reference point cloud model), to achieve a rough alignment.
Accurate Registration with ADF and ICS
Adaptive distance function (ADF)
As given in Figure 1 can't be more accurate. . According to the corresponding surface patches registration, it is proposed the ICS registration algorithm that is iterative registration algorithm of the corresponding surface patches. ICS registration algorithm using local quadratic surface patches instead of discrete points as the registration of target geometry, reducing the impact of sampling density on registration accuracy. And moving data corresponding to a point p in the surface patches, it should be all surface patches to the point p of the nearest distance in the surface patches, which is approximated in the formula (11) .
ICS Fine Registration
Define objective function of ICS algorithm is:
International
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Analysis of Experimental Results
In this paper, the registration was made with the 12 perspective of Bunny laser scanning data provided by Stanford University, limited space, only two the perspective (shows in Figure 2 ). In this experiment, the optimal correction coefficient = 0 . The multi perspective point cloud data registration can be transformed into two perspective point cloud data registration sequentially. Figure 4 (a) shows the whole registration point cloud data with the algorithm described in this paper for the 12 perspective of Bunny point cloud data; Figure 4 Table 1 shows in Figure 3 registration results, these results are in Pentium IV, 3.10 GHz CPU, 8GB memory PC machine on the calculated, the development platform is VC++6.0 and MA TLAB7.0. Table 1 lists the two kinds of algorithm iteration number and registration error, as can be seen, this algorithm is more efficient and precise. 
Conclusion
Based on an analysis of the existing point cloud data registration method, introducing a new adaptive distance function ADF and the iterative closest patches ICS algorithm, proposed a new laser point cloud data of fine registration method. Compared with the existing iterative registration method under the framework of ICP, the proposed algorithm has two contributions: one is according to the point to point distance function and point tangent distance function, the introduction of a new point -surface distance function, to construct a more accurate point -surface distance error metric index; two is based on the traditional ICP algorithm on the registration of, put forward the ICS registration algorithm, using the local two patches instead of discrete points as the target geometry registration, reduce the effect of sampling density on the accuracy of registration, to ensure the accuracy and efficiency of the algorithm.
